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DIVINE REVELATIONS 
Divine Diary - Part I 

 
Before Adam and Eve, I created the first couple on earth, the way I did with all myachievements: from nothing! In 

this couple, who had no names, no special recommendation was made to them. No forbidden fruit. Instead, they had full 
freedom to enjoy all the wonders and joys of heaven, without any restrictions. This was the first step, my first experience in 
creating a human couple. So I created a second couple. Unlike the first, this second man had not come from nothing. Adam, 
named forme, was done in another way, the pre-existing matter, that is, the slime of theearth. And this being, by a divine 
breath, received life and soul. The wife of Adam, whom he called Eva, was made one of his ribs, making itsimilar to him, 
flesh of his flesh, blood of your blood. But I do not grant this couplethe same freedom as before. I have forbidden them to eat 
the fruit of two trees, placed in the middle of paradise: One was the tree whose fruit would give them eternal life ... The other 
was theTree of Knowledge of Good and Evil. The fruits of this was that they both ate. "This disobedience caused me great 
offense because now, Adam and Eve are like one of us, knowing good and evil." I've had to put at the entrance to paradise, 
"an angel with a sparkling and versatile sword" to prevent both ate the fruit from another tree, and live forever. If the first 
couple had not quite right, the descendants of this second marriage did not actually match my expectation. I regretted having 
created them.To demonstrate my regret, I sent a Flood catastrophe to end all human beings.To give continuity to the human 
species, I chose the best available eight people:Noah, his wife, three sons and three daughters. 
 
NOTES: 
1) Regarding the first man to have been decayed from nowhere, says the Catholic Bible, The Ecumenical editing, the verb 
"bara", quoted in the original, means not to manufacture, but "create out of nothing.”  
2) The creation of man, made out of nothing, is described in full detail in Chapter 1 of Genesis (verses 28,29). 
3) The creation of the second man Adam - with numerous awards, a woman like him, a Garden of Eden and forbidden fruit 
of two trees - is in Chapter 2 of Genesis. 
4) Repentance of God, because he created man, we read in Genesis 6 (vs.5-7): "God saw that the wickedness of man was 
great in the earth, and that all thoughts of their hearts, at all times, were applied to evil, regretted having created man in the 
world, and touched the inside of pain, said: "I will destroy the top face of the earth man that I created." 
 
        Author's Preface: Father of The Creator 
 
 

CHAPTER I 
Two round bacteria, slightly bluish,   swim quietly in a liquid, when one is divided, and another is born! There are 

three bacteria now! Besides these, other long bacteria swim faster. The following image shows the round bacteria 
multiplying. The few units fill quickly the environment and the long bacteria are eaten or simply die! A greater distance of the 
image shows only an intense bluish color in the background, somewhat resembling the map of our planet Earth. As final 
result, we see all the bacteria in a transparent and round container. A human hand comes in, picks up the container, 
transporting it into an oven. The door of this oven is closed and the temperature appears on the panel, increasing rapidly from 
20 to 200 degrees Celsius. Bacterial culture is now totally destroyed!  

Year 2059. One woman, scientist, researchs late into the night diverse cultures of bacteria in the laboratory. She is 
tired and rubs his eyes destroying another of his bacterial cultures. The scientist puts the container with bacteria in the same 
oven to destroy them. So she decides to leave for home. She holds the remainder material, and asks the computer to lock the 
cabinets. She is heading for the exit door, which opens and closes automatically. The scientist appears after walking a dark 
road and will pick up her car. 

On this cold night, under a drizzle, a huge and mysterious man walks quietly and slowly, looking ahead.  A dark 
jacket with a black hood covers his head and face. It is a sinister figure who wanders in search of something. Suddenly this 
man stops at an intersection and turns his head slowly to the street that is on your left. It's not possible to see his face. The 
only thing you see is the bottom of your eyes, slightly red with a subtle backlight, as occurs with the cats at night, but much 
more sinister and terrifying. It may be noted that he lowered his eyebrows, leaving his eyes even more threatening. In the 
direction he looked, a group of four tattooed thugs, and using foul language, approaches the scientist. This one is well 
dressed and screams for them to depart. She turns her purse trying to shoot them. Troublemakers jumping back and around 
her. They nibble on her legs and poke her body trembling with fear. She, with her high-heel shoes, walking hurriedly and 
stammering, trying to get to her car, parked just ahead.   

The man in black hood moves toward the group, so quietly and calmly as possible. A young man who does not see 
him, approaches him and stumbles on his foot hits the ground on his back. The mysterious man continues to advance toward 
the woman. He firmly grabs her neck and asks with a very serious and sinister voice: 

− Tell me: who are you? (at this moment several images of woman's lives are rapidly within the red eye of the 
strange man). 

The girl, terrified, believing he is one of those young hoodlums, punches in his face and kicks her leg. The hooded 
man not even move with the blows. 

These young, frightened by the unexpected reaction of the man begin to curse him. The man who had fallen, get an 
iron bar from the floor and comes from behind to beat their backs. Before he was struck, the hooded grab the iron bar with 
his left hand, which was down, without looking back. At this time another young man hits a strong punch in the face of the 
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sinister man, which looks very ugly and angry for the young man who had hit his face. The hooded man tries to take the iron 
bar from the hands of the young man who still held. Both attackers are thrown to the floor with severe pain due to the impact 
suffered in their bodies against the iron bar between them. The girl then takes the opportunity to give a strong slap in the face 
of the sinister man and she notes that scratched him. Ele looks ugly to her, chiding her attitude. The public and gentle lighting 
enhances the chin scratched the hooded man. She notes that the scratches caused by nails heal and disappear quickly. At this 
point the other two guys start up of hooded, one with a knife and another with a fist-English. He frees the girl, pushing her 
back slightly, and she falls to the ground, giving a little cry of fright. When two people jump on the hooded man with his 
weapon in attack position, he, turning 180 degrees in the air (in the style of Jean Claude Van Dame), hits with a single shot 
the face of marginals. The two marginals fall to the ground, while the man bends down and grabs the left hand of the girl, 
dragging her under protest. She does not want to go and try to get away. The girl tries to escape and force the hand of the 
subject, throwing his body back. The four young men are on the ground, moaning in pain. The unlikely couple disappears, 
after turning the corner, directly to the street on which this strange man had come. 

A secret group of military watches, the other side of town, by a TV camera, the images now described. 
The group leader explains to his subordinates that these images were recorded the night before and it is necessary to 

get this strange "man of justice" of the streets. It saves people from bandits and then simply disappears with them: 
− Government agencies are looking for this guy around the world. We need to find out who he is, where he lives 

and what makes the people he kidnaps. I want this crazy arrested for questioning as soon as possible! Dozens of people are 
being taken and we believe it is the same guy. His activities are becoming more intense in recent months and no one can find 
him. The mission of you is to find out where his next target will be. Capture him alive, if possible, and question him. We 
want to know where people who were caught are now. The problem is that he disappears from one place and he appears very 
quickly in another.  

Another group member comments: 
- Maybe it's not just one person but a group of people. What kind of people he kidnaps? The leader then spoke: 

 
− There is no single standard. He takes people of all races and both sexes: children, youth, adults and seniors. There 

is no place where he always attacks. No common time, no correlation among these people! No redemption is required! We 
are in the shadows! 

The same component of the group comments: 
− Will not be easy to get such person or group of persons acting in any place. We need to determine a pattern of 

attitudes to find out where he will act again. I want to know about all the places in which their actions were confirmed and 
the lives of people who disappeared to determine something that is relevant. 

The leader makes a comment: 
− We have all kinds of information about it and we're sending what we have for you. Find this guy and bring him to 

the light of justice. 
That same night, in another distant local of the city the strange man appears again in another dark street with the 

same clothes and black hood. He stops, looks at a dark building and sees a young man with a lighted lamp in the room. He is 
sitting on the floor beside the bed, crying. In one hand he has a knife and his fist is stretched, exposing veins. This young man 
threatens to cut his wrist and repents, putting his hands on his head in despair and crying even more. Suddenly he hears a big 
impact like wood breaking. Then, in the hallway, steps that grow ever stronger. These steps cease! A terrifying silence settles 
in the air! He stretches, still sitting on the floor, looking at the front door of the hotel room. He then notes, underneath it, a 
sinister shadow over there! He gets up quietly. The silence is broken when a man extends his arm and the door is busted. 
Pieces of wood flying everywhere. The boy is terrified. He sees that strange hooded figure coming toward him calmly with 
those eyes, very red and terrifying! He yells to the man: 

− Get away from me, demon! Get away from me!  
         At this point the young man looks quickly to the window of the hotel and hesitates for less than one second! He then 
decides to throw out the window in a desperate attempt at suicide. But the sinister man is persistent, runs and jumps behind 
him. They quickly fall to the ground when the sinister creature, still in midair, grab the young man firmly by the neck, and 
asks: 

− Tell me: who are you?   
During the fall resulting wind is waving the clothing and hair of the boy. The hood of the man remains in his head. 

The boy looks scared for him, not understanding why so unusual question, when it apparently both will die. The boy note 
images of their lives, flicking into the red eyes of the guy who grabbed him. Suddenly they disappear into thin air, just before 
falling to the ground. Only the displacement of air from your body reaches the ground, like a gentle breeze on a puddle of 
water that was in place. Once again a dreadful silence settles on the night. A drunk, sitting on the floor next to them, observes 
the scene and he does not understand what he sees! He continues looking at the local of the incident, while turning the bottle 
with his force, to take another long sip of rum. The next day, the group hired military is researching hard all the information 
on their computers. The police talk to them: 

− This sinister citizen appeared several times on the same night and in different and distant places, with few minutes 
between each attack. So it is not the same person. 

One component of the group, on the other side of the room, makes the following comment: 
− I think I found two recurring patterns. The exotic citizen is always in dark clothes, maybe black and hooded. This 

is what appears in the few recorded videos of their actions. The other pattern is among the missing: none of them committed 
any crime. They were good students, good sons, good husbands, good wives. There are no complaints from neighbors against 
these people. Unlike these people always have something good for others. They usually led a simple life, without much 
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luxury and most of them seemed always on good terms with their life. Another component of the group makes the following 
comment: 

− We just received another statement from the police, stating that a hotel was broken into. Nobody saw anything, 
but were heard cries of a man coming from one of the rooms that had been broken into and the window busted from the 
inside out.  All people are commenting on the strange disappearance of this score. This guy lived very lonely and always 
helped the elderly people in the hotel. These same seniors commented that he seemed very unhappy in recent days. 

− So these kidnappers are capturing good people everywhere. 
Another component of the group said the following: 
− And there's more, sir! I turned our international contacts and the same thing is happening in other places. The 

profile matches, and they also have images of these actions and kidnappings. They are similar to ours. 
The leader stops, looks down and is thinking, while his pen vibrates rapidly up and down between the index and 

middle fingers of his right hand. After a few seconds he said: 
− So it's a large group and with a greater purpose. These people are being taken to where? Is it some kind of 

apocalypse preached by this group? Are they separating people around the world in an attempt to save them from an unlikely 
end of the world? 

He thinks some more and decide: 
− We will divide into groups of two components, disguised to cover more locations. Let's go to charities, hospitals, 

NGOs (Non-governmental organization) and check all places where people are proven good, they are. We use non-lethal 
weapons and be alert to users of dark clothes with hoods. Ask them to do the same in these other international agencies.  We 
have to get one of the components of that group. He will suffer in hell until denounce this whole operation. 
 

In the morning, the next day, a little girl of five years of age is playing in a sand floor of a park. The girl sees a boy, 
even younger than her, falling down. The beautiful blonde runs to the boy, threatening to cry. She approached the boy, 
stroking it. Concerned, she asks him fondly: 

− Are you well? Are not you hurt? 
The little boy raises his head, looking scared to someone big behind him. Strange reaction, the girl turns back and 

sees his worried father against the sunlight, bending to pick it up. The father speaks harsh with her daughter: 
− I told you and take care not to soil your clothes! After the witch her mother will be angry with me because you 

have soiled their clothes! And you know she'll beat you, is not that right? 
The father pulls the girl sharply, rising suddenly to the ground and they both walk. Still looking for her, he bumps up 

against the subject of black hood and falls back on the floor beside her daughter. He sits and looks at her clothes, now all 
dirty, demanding: 

− Hey, man! You do not look where you going? Now the girl's mother will call me attention. 
He gets up very brave and serious look that strange creature, who is tall at least 50 cm more than him. The only 

thing he notes in full sun of midday is the face hidden under the hood. 
The man says nothing. He just bends down and grabs the girl by the neck, asking him: 
− Tell me: who are you? 
The frightened girl screams, looking directly into the face of the hooded, while the few images of her life are inside 

the red eyes of the strange man. After a few seconds he grabs the girl by the abdomen with the other arm, rises and exits the 
park carrying her. The child kicks, screams and waves his arms, trying to get away. Her father gets up and gives punches and 
kicks the back of the huge subject that feels nothing. The father, cursing the hooded, tell him he can not take it because his 
ex-wife will kill him. The man disappears into the air while he was still kicked by the girl's father, who falls face in the sand, 
dirtying his face. Several other people who were in the park, followed scared what happened. A few minutes later the police 
are on site, looking for clues to the man. Comes after a representative of the military group. This representative is directed to 
the officer responsible for the isolation of the site. Presents its identity and is released to talk to the girl's father and other 
witnesses. He then asks his dad: 

− Who was the guy? 
The father answered through upset with the situation: 
− I think it was a demon! I felt a huge chill down my spine when bumped with it! 
− How was the man? What did he say? 
− It was a large person, but could not see his face under that black hood. He did not say anything. Just grabbed my 

daughter by the neck, made a strange question and carried out of the park. 
− What did he ask her? 
− Something like: "tell me your name" or "talk about your past"! No, no... now I remembered! He asked: "Tell me 

who you are." I'm sure that now! I kicked, hit, cursed, and he showed no feeling anything. He also said nothing, it was hard as 
a rock. Then he just disappeared. 

− How did he disappear? He ran quickly to the girl in his arms?  
− No! No! He simply vanished, taking my little girl while I beat him. I do not know how this could have happened. 

How will you get it? My ex-wife calls me every minute. I'm not attending! What should I tell her? 
− Tell the person will be arrested soon and then we know where your daughter is. 
The military is far from the girl's father and, by phone, makes the following comment to his superior: 
− Sir? I think we have a big problem to solve! 

            
CHAPTER II 
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In another place, full of trees, animals roam, quiet, birds and butterflies fly freely. It is a very nice atmosphere with 
people walking quiet. Then appears the strange guy with the little girl under her arm. He released the girl and she falls to the 
ground terrified, running backs away. He keeps standing still, looking toward her. As he walks away, a man secure behind, 
crouching to help her. Frightened, the girl looks at this new figure and sees a bearded man, nice, all in white from head to toe, 
wearing a huge coat. This man speaks slowly with very soft voice in an attempt to calm her: 

− Do not worry, my daughter, you're safe here! 
− I want my father and my mother! 
− Do not worry, nothing will happen to you. Here you're protected! 
− I want my father and my mother! (insists the girl). 
The white man gets up with her in his arms. The girl hugs him as he caresses her back. The girl hugs him as he 

caresses her back. The girl slowly subsides. The white man staring at the strange man who raped the girl.  The subject of 
hood, without any emotion, simply vanishes  after a few seconds.  

The man in white now turns to a small group that approaches him. This group claims the strange guy who also 
kidnapped. The white man asks everyone to stay calm, promising to clarify the situation. 

Jesus initially says nothing. With a look of empathy, shakes his head, showing the strange situation we all are living. 
He then asks, with only his arms to stop talking so he can explain. 

− My children! I understand that they are suffering from these events. But look around (Jesus points his outstretched 
arms and open parallel to the ground while turning your torso about 45 degrees, pointing to the horizon as a whole Christ the 
Redeemer). You are in paradise!  

− What are we doing here? Who are you? (the scientist asking, formerly besieged by four thugs).  
− I'll explain everything to you. Just sit down and calm down, please. 
 

CHAPTER III 
The military group hired meet again to discuss the new situation. And now they want to change strategy. The leader 

says: 
− Well, folks, we have no idea with whom or what we're dealing with. Now we know it can be a huge legion of 

great illusionists, working together across the planet or a being from another world. 
One component of the group stops and says: 
− This is the Culture of Latter-day! The head, turning slowly in his direction with an air of "I did not understand", 

and asks: 
− How? What is it? What did you say? (as he walks toward you). 
− The Culture of Latter-day is the passage from Revelation, which says that in the end times, people chosen by God 

will be taken to a better place and the rest of humanity will be destroyed! 
The leader looked at him, not really believing what he said, making a face of some event and jokingly said: 
− If this is the case, we'll have to ask God to know the truth. We will need heavy ammunition for this new situation. 

We do not know who we're dealing with. 
The soldier Mario asks his boss: 
− You want to throw in God? 
− If he does not cooperate, soldier, will have to capture him or kill him and if he really is God, we will not have 

much to do against him, do you agree? 
− But we can not attack God! This will be a sacrilege, and we finish we had died in the fire of hell. 
− Soldier, you are either not ready for this? If not I walk away from service immediately! 
− I'm ready, sir (said the soldier, half stammering and indecisive). 
− Very well, gentlemen! Come to our observation points, I want it resolved today. 
 

CHAPTER IV 
In another dimension the warm, bearded man in white clothes still talking with the small group: 
− I'm the one who promised to come back!  
And now, at the end of humanity, you were chosen. 
This is because you are good people, for others, and especially respecting everyone with whom they had contact, be 

they human or animals. 
− Who are you anyway? What is this strange conversation? (asks the young man who tried to commit suicide).  
I am the salvation of humanity and you are the lost sheep who have met me. 
− Are you trying to tell you is Jesus Christ? (the scientist asking). 
− That's right, my daughter! I am here to help them in this time of transition. 
− You're kidding, right? (the scientist saying). Do you really think anyone here will believe this bullshit? 
− Are you kidding me, right? (says the scientist). Do you really think anyone here will believe this bullshit?  
We want to go home now, or I'll call the police! 
At this point appears again the strange guy with black clothes, which throw down a fat, chubby and uniformed 

police. The policeman, clumsy, still on the floor, arranges his cap, rises and draws his gun.     He points toward the subject, 
which again disappears. The policeman, surprised the situation turns around quickly for the group, still with the gun in his 
hand, pointing it at them now. Members of the group look at each other in surprise, before the helpless and comical presence 
of that person who they thought could help them. The alleged Christ, just making gestures and with a slight smile, asking the 
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police to approach. Incredibly all the people who have direct contact with this Christ, they are soothing and gradually 
believing in his words. He seems to have the gift of empathy.  
 

CHAPTER V 
Two military men in the group are engaged in a charity event, disguised in the crowd. People move dressed up with 

light clothing in general. Everyone is smiling a lot. A few grins in the background and you can hear that typical and confused 
sound of dozens and dozens of people talking at once. A song plays in the background. A smooth Jazz, to be precise! The two 
soldiers, distant from each other in the event, communicating via headset point: 

− Hey, John, is there any news? 
− Negative, Mario, all seems quiet around here. 
The soldier Mario sees something different in the crowd:           
− Wait a minute. I see a suspect. He is coming from the hood and head down towards me. 
The soldier John on the other side of the line hears his fellow panting, running toward the suspect. He addresses the 

subject, grabbing his arm and pulling his hood back, exposing the young frightened face with the action! The teenager looks 
at him and asks: 

− What, sir? What happened? 
The soldier, frustrated, to be sure that this is not the suspect, then asks him: 
− Who are you? What are you doing here? 
− I came with my mother for this charity event. Why? 
− Nothing, sorry for that, boy. 
The soldier is still looking for the boy who turns away from him suspiciously. He connects the point and talk again 

with your partner: 
− It was not him, but only one boy dressed in clothes similar to the suspect. 
            

CHAPTER VI 
In another dimension, Jesus speaks with the small group: 
−My children, things I have to tell them is not easy to explain. For thousands of years a very powerful race, who call 

themselves gods, decided to create a new concept of life. A life that depended on birth, develop, breed and die. One is to feed 
the other. Prey and predator would help in this way to survive, fighting and fleeing to the death of both. Beings that could 
create other beings and evolve with each generation. They then created in his laboratory the universe that surrounds us today. 
They took thousands of Earth years to make it capable of sustaining life as they wanted. Several planets have been prepared 
for this.The condition imposed was that none of these planets could communicate or interact with each other, so as not to 
contaminate the samples of living developed separately at these locations. So the space, the vacuum and the enormous 
dangers, such as black holes, quasars and other cosmic phenomena were created to hinder direct communication of any kind 
between them. 

− But we found primary life in comets that crashed into Earth! (the girl saying). 
− You are a scientist, is not, young lady? (Jesus asking). 
−How do you know? 
− I know a lot more things, my daughter. The meteors are introduced regularly, on purpose, in a solar system that 

contains some sort of life, to change the local situation and make changes faster or different. 
− Are you saying that we're just a culture of bacteria in a lab, being produced to generate something new, like a 

vaccine or a new poison? 
Jesus answered: 
− Yes, my daughter, just that! But my father disagreed with the way the experiments were being conducted and 

fought with the other gods. Then he was banned from the local and, as punishment, was transformed into one of the beings 
who were surveying: a human! He was then ordered to continue on their experiences, not as a god, but as one of these beings. 
He was transformed into a being with human form, but with limited powers. Was given to this god control over the meteors 
in the solar system he has can also wander among the various dimensions of Planet Earth. So he transferred human samples 
of this planet to another. Being here for thousands of years, he paid to the development of several civilizations since the 
beginning of time. 

− But humans are not on this planet for so long! The dinosaurs lived here during this period! (the scientist saying).  
− That's true, but I'm referring to different dimensions! So we're not talking just the same planet. The dinosaurs 

lived in their home and were eliminated for failing to conform to the plan of the gods. The first human groups were then 
transferred to the home of you and evolved there. 

− Are you saying that everything, absolutely everything, is manipulated by these gods? (the scientist questioning). 
− Yes! 
− And where they want to come anyway? (the policeman questioning). 
Jesus explains: 
− I am not a god. I'm a mongrel of God with man. I do not know what the gods wish for the future of humanity and I 

do not discuss with him the decisions and methods of their work! 
− Why then never heard from his father, living among us in Earth's history? 
Here's the surprising answer of Jesus: 
− But you have heard yes! You know him by many names: Lucifer, Satan, Devil, among others.  
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Shocked, people in the group look astonished to Christ and to the police and ask the obvious: 
− Are you saying that Jesus Christ is the son of the devil? 
− Yes! We're all trapped here on earth for many, many years. 
− But what about that their promise of better days for humanity, eternal life, and a better world? We're all in hell 

with Satan as our leader! (the scientist saying). 
Jesus explains: 
− My child, all this is a matter of point of view! Hell is life itself, where you must kill to live or not to die. However 

in the end everyone will die, no matter what happens, or what attitudes we take, good or bad. What I propose is an alternative 
way, a positive attitude and respect toward one another. This is what each of you have done during their lives and why you 
were chosen to live in harmony and brotherhood in this dimension. Since death is inevitable for you, I hope they can then live 
the best possible. Your children are the continuation of its existence and through them you will live forever. If all this 
happened this way, you could live in a better world! My father, Satan, is not an evil god! He just has a difficult task to be 
accomplished! 

− He will kill millions of people and you, the Savior, calls this difficult task? (the scientist arguing). 
− Remember you that Satan is a god, living among his own human guinea pig (Jesus said). For him each one of you 

is a simple bacterium, which becomes appropriate or not for their research. 
− Really !?!?! So if we are nothing more than samples, how can you be his son with a human? (argues nervous 

scientist). 
− Part of the body of my father wished to have children (Jesus says) and how human females were the only 

possibility for this, he had no alternative. After I was banished from the earth from whence you came too, my father had 
dozens of children, but he became disenchanted with the latest. They were hindering the development of their work. Some 
have killed many innocent people, others have distorted the results of their work, affecting the attitudes and activities of 
people. They all used resources and special skills to come to power. They have become cruel and corrupt world leaders, like 
Hitler, Saddam and others. Some have become idols, but with serious distortions in behavior, such as Michel Jackson and 
some singers of Heavy Metal. 

− But you're immortal and they were not immortal too? (the scientist saying). Jesus explains: 
− All mestizos are immortal. Unlike my father, we can die, but resurrected two days later. Like me, they too were 

banished to other dimensions, after our deaths. We live isolated from humanity now. 
− You, mestizos, can not escape these dimensions? (question the police). 
− No. No crossbreed has such power (Jesus clarifies). 
− And his father continues to have children on earth? (the scientist asking).  
Jesus explains: 
− Currently he does not want son. When human physiological needs speak stronger, it looks a bad sample of the 

female and takes the necessary care to have no son. 
 

CHAPTER VII 
Appears the Devil, wearing sunglasses, walking at night on a street full of prostitutes. One of these approaches him 

and grabs his waist. He stops, looks at her and gently takes his neck. She likes and says: 
− Wow! I even felt a chill down my spine! 
The demon then asks her with his dark and husky voice: 
− Tell me who you are! 
The terrible images of the life of the girl are in the retina of the sinister man, behind his sunglasses. The girl does not 

see such images and comments: 
− His voice also made me shiver (said the girl). 
− I'm Telma. Let's make a nice small program? 
The two come together in the place and quickly found naked on a bed of some dump nearby. After the sexual act, he 

gets up, goes to a dark corner of the room and stares at her. Still naked, she turns on her stomach, pulls out a cigarette from 
her purse and asks him: 

− Got a light? 
The devil does not hesitate: 
− Yes, a lot! 
He opens his mouth tightly and a huge flame of fire come out from inside her, burning the girl naked and the bed. 

The woman screams desperately, but his life takes a few seconds. After confirmed the girl's death, he turns his back to go. 
The demon then finds the owner of the joint, which comes quickly on the bedroom door, pointing out a large caliber weapon. 
The demon grabs the menacing arm of the site owner, breaking it in two and with the other hand grabs the unfortunate, 
throwing him onto the bed on fire. The demon leaves the room quietly. Some guests, half naked, with their bedroom doors 
ajar note, concerned in the hallway. They look scared for that evil man, which departs in silence, slowly, and while 
descending the stairs. Guests flock to see what had happened in the next room. 

All are quite horrified by that scene. 
 

CHAPTER VIII 
In another dimension, Jesus continues to talk with the small group: 
− Why did your father took in my neck and asked who I am? (asks the scientist). 
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− When he asks it, he sees the genealogical tree of his family and assesses their future life too! So he decides 
whether or not you are a good sample to be segregated. 

− And our families, we can see them again? (the policeman questioning). 
− No, unfortunately, my children! The current situation is permanent for you and for them. All made their life 

choices and now must take the results of that. 
− What will happen now with people who were, sir? (the young ex-suicide asking). 
− I do not know what my father will do from now on. We do not talk too much! We are estranged half! (Jesus 

answered). 
Frightened, the group again faces each other with an air of concern. Some embrace in an attempt to comfort 

themselves and others simply lower their heads, thinking about the future. 
 

CHAPTER IX 
The soldier Mario is a charity event, looking, moving among the guests on site, tracks the mysterious man. Between 

a smile and other people who enjoyed the party, he notes, coming from the front a huge subject, all in black, walking slowly 
toward her. With his head covered by a hood, one stands out strongly in the crowd, which generally has medium height and 
plain clothes. The soldier fires just the point in his right ear, while driving to meet the strange subject: 

− John? It's him! Now I'm sure of it! Come here. Let us approach him now! 
When the soldier gets near, the sinister man stretching his arm towards his neck. In a fast moving soldier shifts his 

head and grabs the guy's arm, twisting it behind his back. The subject immediately, using the other arm, applies, with an open 
hand, a horizontal and very strong blow to the chest of the soldier. The soldier then bends down to avoid being hit, while 
applying an unerring trailing legs of the devil, who falls to the ground. Mario then jumps on his neck, trying to pin him with 
one stroke of hanging. 

The soldier begins his interrogation there. 
− Who are you? To that place you're taking people who kidnaps? 
But the devil, confident in its greatest power, nothing responds and turns her head to look forward to the soldier. 

The demon slowly releasing one of his hands clinch imposed by your opponent. Grabbing the arm of the soldier that he 
hanged, the demon slowly removes his arm from his neck. The soldier is very hard but can not avoid the inevitable: He will 
be defeated very soon. The demon then free your other hand and still on the floor, grab heavily on the soldier's neck, that does 
not give up, but can not win! The moment that a man of great power would make his favorite question, comes another 
soldier. The stroke of the soldier John is typical of wrestling! It's that blow on the fighter, standing, jump down the side and, 
with his elbow, strikes a cruel blow on the opponent's face that is on the ground. But the devil is very strong and yet not give 
up! He drops the arm of the soldier Mario and gives a very violent blow on the chest of John. This is pitched at least six feet 
high, falling to the ground unconscious. The soldier Mario realizes that the final outcome will not be favorable. But he, 
trying to reverse the situation with his loose arm applies a fist against the front face of the devil. The devil feels the blow, but 
turns his face toward the soldier and it looks very ugly to him now. Mario apply it more punch and his hood finally comes 
out of the head, exposing his face ugly and cruel. But the devil rises from the ground along with the soldier safe by the neck, 
then stretching his arm, asked him: 

− Tell me who are you? 
The military still tries a last resort. And while he is standing, the soldier jumps up, turns the body forward and 

throws both feet squarely in the chest of the demon. Another policeman who is on local approaches behind the devil and told 
him to raise their hands and surrender. The devil, still lying down, turns around quickly, and opens the mouth, spewing a 
huge blaze like a flame-thrower. The military policeman shoots up and falls back with fright. He screams in despair as his 
body burns completely. 

The demon turns back to the soldier who is with the gun pointed at his face. 
− You're slowing me down! (the devil protesting).  
− And you are arrested and you will answer for several crimes. But you can call a lawyer. If you have one! (the 

soldier saying). The demon starts to look sideways, looking for something and says: 
− I have no time for you!  
In the other side of the party someone throws up, reporting on the assault. Meantime other three bandits threaten 

people: start their jewels of necks, pulls them down and give shots in the air. The four robbers want everything of value, 
threatening to kill anyone who takes or does not cooperate. The soldier Mario takes advantage of the distraction of the devil 
and gets a small sticker on the left pocket of his jacket, while the demon threat arise. The soldier grabs him by the coat and 
paste a sticker on the inside of his overcoat. And cries for the devil: 

− Stay here lying, otherwise they'll shoot at you and could hurt someone! 
− I am God and no one orders me anything! And if someone dies here today will be all your fault! (the devil says, in 

an arrogant manner without looking at the soldier). 
One of the bandits, armed and very angry, is close to the devil, who stands up and covers the head again with the 

hood. 
− Hey, idiot! I told you to lie on the floor, right? (the bandit, sovereign, comments). 
The Devil does not respond and continued walking slowly toward the bandit. This then points his gun at him and 

shot three times in his chest. The Devil keeps walking without being affected by bullets and strikes a strong blow to the face 
of the offender, throwing it away against a nearby tree. You can hear the sound of bones breaking on impact, as the tree 
shakes, knocking down several sheets in place. Another villain, most by far, seeing the situation, also shoots the demon. He 
misses the shot and hits the back of a girl who was standing scared to move away from the local. She falls dead with a cry of 
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pain, deaf, short and fatal. People around scream and cry every shot fired. The Devil, who was walking, stops walking and 
looks at the fallen body of the girl. Disgusted, the devil looks toward the soldier, who is still on the floor with that air of "I 
told you!" The demon turns back to the robber who shot and goes toward him. He jumps on the villain, who, firing again, 
now hits the chest of the demon. He then raises his right hand and his fingers are stiff on claw of an eagle. He jumps on the 
villain, who, firing again, now hits the chest of the demon. But this once again feels nothing. When the demon reaches 
unhappy with a strong blow, his fingers slice the insecure and rigid body of the villain, from the head to the end of your chest 
(as a Wolverine upset). The blood of the now ex-bandit splashes all around the people. The long slices of meat, bones and 
clothes spread trembling at the feet of the devil. The demon now turns toward the third marginal. Astonished everyone, 
soldiers, bandits and the people of the event, not believing what they see, look for the devil, who expresses no guilt for what 
he did. The soldier gets up, points his gun at the fourth bandit and shoot unerringly in his hand before it hit the demon. The 
fourth villain falls back and with a bloody hand, drops his gun. The third robber, frightened, witnessing that bloody and 
unusual situation, he thinks, for less than a second, and takes the wrong decision: run, as fast as possible in the opposite 
direction to that of the whole scene. This quickly grabs the jacket his companion wounded in the hand, raised it and they both 
disappear, screaming for a nearby street. The Devil looks down and, with his two hands, still smeared with blood, holds the 
neck a young couple, who were lying, stunned on the floor. The devil puts them on foot and in a manly way, stretch your 
arms, looking them straight in the eye and asks: 

− Tell me who you are!  
The soldier Mário points his gun at the demon again and says:  
− Wait! Please do not do it! These people are innocent! 
The devil replies:  
− I know!  
Soon after he disappears with the two in front of everyone. The soldier runs toward the girl, who had been hit by the 

bullet of the villain, and realizes that she is dead. Upset, the soldier goes to his colleague, also checks its condition and 
triggers your headset with the central point: 

− Central, please send here paramedics urgently. We have many people injured and dozens more in shock or 
traumatized. Let me talk to the sergeant.  

A few seconds later the sergeant into the line and the soldier tells:  
− Sergeant? The sign of him being captured...? The satellites can not pick up anything...? Yes, I pasted the patch 

firmly on your jacket! 
He stops a little thoughtful and comint still on the radio:  
− I think I found another way to reach people caught!                   
 

CHAPTER X 
In another dimension the demon reappears with the couple all covered with blood. Put it to the ground. They fall. 

Soon after they get up and run away, terrified and screaming. The scientist who was very close to the scene at that moment, 
grab the devil by the coat and face him, asking: 

− I want my family here with me or then take me back home. 
 The devil, still hooded, looks down and sees: 
− This is not possible! 
− What they did to not being here with me? (she claims).  
The devil, apathetic to the problems of the scientist, states:  
− Her husband is a pedophile and repeatedly raped his daughter five years old, while you were doing with their 

bacteria cultures. Your daughter will develop serious disorders to 16 years of age and becomes a psychopath and murderer in 
the future. Therefore, neither of them deserves to be here. 

Shocked, and after a few seconds, she looks at him and into his eyes, looking for sympathy and says:  
− It's not fair! You could avoid all the wrong that is happening in humanity!  Instead, you just watch and let it go!  
It is no coincidence that people call you evil and despise you so much! The devil outlines a faint smile for the first 

time and replies: 
− Is not that exactly what you do in your lab, with its bacteria, Doctor? You just watch and let things happen? And 

when the culture does not develop as expected, what do you do? You separate the best results and discards the rest, is not 
that right?  

Then the devil takes her hands slowly from his coat. Shocked, she agrees to release him and says: 
− We are not bacteria!  
The devil smiled slightly at her and disappears.  

 
CHAPTER XI 

The demon reappears in the same charity party where people are still in shock, begin to deviate from that location. 
The demon grabs two other young people by the throat and makes your everyday questions. The soldier Mario, who is hiding 
spot, run and jump on the back of the devil on his neck, just when he would disappear. Frightened by the unexpected act of 
the soldier, the devil disappears along with him and the two girls in their hands. In another dimension the demon reappears, 
loose the two girls to the ground.  They get up and flee the scene. The devil rotates one of his arms over his head and grab the 
soldier from behind. He pulls the soldier over his head, knocking him back with force to the ground. The soldier, lying, does 
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many grimaces, groans of pain and turns your stomach. Even in pain, due to the fall, he quickly gets up in front of the demon 
that grabs you by the throat, lifting him this time in the air. 

− What are you doing? (the devil asks curious). 
− So here is your cache?  You are still imprisoned for murdering a policeman, wounding one soldier and abducting 

hundreds of people! (the helpless soldier, a little breathless, argues, while grabbing the arms of the devil who tries to hold). 
− You should not be here! (the devil saying).  
− When you took me by the neck, I thought I deserved to be here! (the soldier comments, still panting,).  
− You know what Í m doing? (the devil asks curious).  
− Yes, I know! You are separating good people from bad. You are God! (the soldier commenting, already half 

desperate with the situation in which it is) 
− You do not serve! (the devil mocks).  
− Why not?  I am a good Christian and I do my job with honor (the soldier disagrees).  
− Very soon you will kill someone in cold blood and you will like it! You do not serve! (the devil decreeing).  
− I never killed anyone! And I never would be happy to do that! (young soldier disagrees strongly, and he plays one 

of his legs over the arm of the devil in an attempt to loosen up). 
The devil, tired of the situation, drop it. He falls sideways on the floor, feeling even more pain than before. Now the 

soldier creeps slowly away from the devil, trying to get up. While the devil argues with him:  
− You keep on delaying and more people, better than you could die because of it. 
− Let me help you, Lord! I can convince good people to come here, without violence. They are getting traumatized 

by his actions. How do you expect people to pray to the Lord in the future? (the soldier prophesies, still in severe pain 
throughout the body). 

In this moment Jesus appears behind the soldier and disagrees with the comment:  
− Do not waste your time, my son, because my dad does things only his way! 
The soldier, startled, turns slowly back to look ahead to the person who just tell you. Their speech, however, betrays 

his suspicions. Astonished, he is speechless to recognize that man a long beard and white robes with simple words and sweet 
talk. 

− I told my father (Jesus saying) that there is a better way, but he will not let me go back and try this way.  
− I do not need anyone to finish my work! (the devil says). And I am not interested in being praised! 
The soldier, impressed with the event, said: 
− What a day this! I fought against God and survived. I have the honor to stand before his son in person. Í m still 

here in paradise!  
He stops suddenly to speak, frowns and closes its expression. He thinks a little about what the devil commented and 

turns toward him: 
− Wait a minute! The Lord said that is not interested in being praised? But the Bible tells us to pray to the Lord! 
− This is the invention of ignorant people of thousands of years ago! They feared me and created various rituals and 

legends about me.   
None of this interests me! (the demon saying, approaching slowly from the soldier, grab him by the throat again and 

disappear from the local). 
Jesus realizes that an object fell from the pocket of the soldier, before he disappeared. He bends down to pick it up 

and note that it is your wallet. He opens it. He sees that he has some money. He looks the picture of the soldier in the driver's 
license. With a worried face, Jesus now looks to the horizon, thinking about the fate of the soldier who had just met and said: 

− I hope God help him! 
 

CHAPTER XII 
In the heart of the city of Sao Paulo, a new neighborhood, whose construction was completed just in 2050 under the 

name of 21th Century. The new buildings of this place are all the same size and its exterior walls are covered with solar cells. 
These walls are interspersed with reflective surfaces that transfer part of the light energy to the walls of the buildings in front 
of them. Thus a building helps the other in the uptake and distribution of light to the ground. From the top of each one, huge 
avenues crossing the skies, connecting the skyscrapers around the neighborhood. The flying cars, and environmentally 
friendly, can get around the city in these avenues to 100 meters high, or take off from them, in search of other sites. Around 
these buildings the tracks, in curls descended to the cars coming down to ground level and upward to the opposite may occur. 
Fifty meters down, in the middle of building, bridges take and bring thousands of people every day by conveyor belts. These 
bridges are on the inside of each of the buildings in the neighborhood. These floors are the new shopping centers that have 
everything you need. In this neighborhood there is no more room for small shops. All things in society are found at these 
sites. Each floor of the buildings, through which the catwalks, it offers a specific type of product. Some of these produtros 
intended to feed, others are selling, renting and construction of several types of equipment; others are for events, office etc. 
Nobody lives in this neighborhood! The site is only for business.           At ground level cars and people share space, as in the 
beginning of the 21th century, with sidewalks and streets. In the subsoil the whole load transport is done via high-speed 
electric trains, which replaced the truck loads. The trains stop in the basement of buildings and robotic equipment to remove 
containers of the vehicle and take them to the area of separation of products. Another giant robotic arm puts a new empty 
container in place and the train follows his journey to the next building, where the entire procedure is repeated. Thus the 
entire neighborhood is filled with products manufactured locally or on the premises or nearby towns. The streets around the 
planet, are the rumors of an approaching holocaust. Web videos from cellphones of people, show a demon on the loose, 
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killing and abducting people. The police and army do everything they can to control the population, but the situation is 
showing signs of getting out of control globally. In the Neighborhood 21th Century, the police wear bullet-proof clothes, 
very light and flexible enough to combat crime. The helmet of the police is computerized and has an automatic targeting 
system. Just the police look at someone and blink twice a camera system starts recording the images of the citizen. When 
there is a riot police officer draws his weapon and quickly flashes three times, while looking at the person he wants to 
achieve. The helmet with protective glass front, shows this display, digitally, a crosshair on the person. The sight comes with 
citizen regardless of attention after the police. The bullet of the gun after shot, chasing the individual to adjust him. The 
bullet is a sedative that puts the citizen to sleep, to be later collected and taken to the district. To complicate the general 
situation, scientists announced that giant meteor moving toward the Earth. The vandalism and intolerance settle once 
everywhere. Back on Earth, a distant periphery of the neighborhood twenty-first century, the soldier Mario is thrown to the 
ground again, falling down on the arm, which has hurt a lot! He is lying with her back to the devil, when he comments: 

− Sir, can we talk about this? The Lord would lead me by the hand instead of grabbing me by the neck? 
The devil says nothing. Not even look at it. Just walk slowly toward a group of thugs just ahead. The soldier turns 

around and sees the demon who is heading to a house on fire. He then realizes that one of the rioters are throwing stones at 
the devil to send him away. When they realize that the sinister man is approaching, one appears in a corner where he was 
hiding, and throws a bottle of gasoline with the end in flames: a Molotov cocktail! The demon falls in flames, struggling, 
trying to extinguish the fire.  The soldier, still on the floor, shocked by the scene, said softly:  

− God does not support the fire? How is it possible?  
Then realize that the situation is really bad for the demon, and shouted:  
− The Lord is good? You need help? 
He rises with difficulty, and starts running, half staggering, towards the devil, to help you. The hooligans run, 

realizing that another person is coming toward you. The devil puts out fire on his body and then remains motionless, 
exhausted. From the window of the burning house, a small girl of about 10 years old, screams for help. The window has an 
iron railing and she can not leave. The soldier, already very close to the devil, still motionless on the floor, look for the girl 
and soon after to the devil down. He then decides he must save the girl, before helping the devil. He runs to the girl, and tells 
the person he believes to be his God: 

− Excuse me, Sir, but I have to first save the girl! 
Arriving near the house, he realizes that inside the fire begins to spread. He looks around and notices that there is 

nothing to break the grid. He finds a nearby iron bar, and runs to catch it. Seeing that the soldier is moving away, the girl 
screams louder. He quickly grabs the bar and turning to the window, asks her to turn away a little. The girl obeyed, and Mario 
desperately to force the window, using the iron bar as a lever. The window begins to sag. The soldier looks at the girl and 
sees that she is impatient and starts to cough.  Even with pain, he is still pushing the window, which does not want to open! 
The girl begins to scream louder again! The soldier sees the demon taking her by the neck, inside of the house is on fire. 
Mario strange his presence there, and turns to see who was lying on the floor beside. There was no one on site! He heads back 
to look at the interior of the house, and realize that neither is more there. He looks around the inside of the house, while 
behind him a policeman approaches with a club and hit on the head. The soldier falls back with the bar still in their hands. 
Almost unconscious, the soldier hears the final comment of the policeman who hit him, talking to his colleague: 

− I got one more rowdy! He was trying to break into this house! Help me to handcuff him and take him to jail.  
The soldier is turned face down, while the policeman kneels down hard on his back. He passes out, trying to argue:  
− I am not row...  
 

CHAPTER XIII 
Across the city the elite military group is in turmoil. They detect stunned throughout the city and elsewhere the 

appearance and disappearance of the sign of the devil, because of the soldier Mario sticker stuck on your clothes.  But, this 
time, the signal disappeared once, after the demon caught fire! The adhesive was destroyed! The GPS signal is located no 
more, anywhere. The group leader says:  

− Where is the soldier Mario?  
Answer one of his subordinates:  
− We do not know, sir. He disappeared soon after the report that placed the sticker on the jacket of the kidnapper. 

There is one more thing, sir. Mario said the suspect told him that he was God himself, and still spit fire burning one of the 
local police! He said the suspect sliced a bandit with only one hand, and with just one blow! 

− It seems that it is full of crazy people out there! I do not know if we can believe in the soldier Mario!  He is very 
religious, and it seemed half changed all that! (says the leader). 

− Sir, this information was corroborated by testimony of other persons on site (your commanded confirms).           
− How is his partner, the soldier John? Can we talk to him in the hospital? (the leader asks again).  
− Sergeant Peter is there with him, sir. We will have more information very soon!  
Another team member, looking at a computer monitor, draws attention of their leader:  
− Sir, disappearances are increasing very fast! The police and army are holding many people in the streets, and their 

families are denouncing the disappearance of them. We're not sure whether the performance is the police or of God! So were 
unable to find the kidnappers! At the military hospital Sgt Peter is talking to the doctor who takes care of the soldier John. 
The doctor says to the sergeant, before he enters the room: 

− Be brief! The soldier is still very bad! He's got several broken ribs and a punctured lung! In addition, he is quite 
stunned with the effect of sedatives! I do not know if he will talk things that make sense to you! 
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Sergeant Peter agrees with the doctor, shaking his head, and carefully enter the room. Quietly, so as not to disturb 
the colleague, he approaches the bed. He sees his friend John with a tube in his right nostril, with bandaged body part, 
including her head. Beside it is another bed with another soldier who is also injured. Sergeant Peter puts his hand gently on 
the shoulder of his colleague John to wake him up. This partially open eyes, to see who is there. He smiles slightly, and not 
to wake the other patient, he said very softly: 

− Sergeant, we are hunting a demon!  He is many times stronger than a soldier! He threw me on the air with just one 
of your hands! And he was on the floor, dominated by the soldier Mario. 

− Calm down, soldier! Where is the soldier Mario? (sergeant Peter asks, also speaking very low). 
− I do not know, sir! After the demon threw me, I fell and blacked out.  
− We will find you, soldier! Relax! (sergeant Peter says).  
The soldier John grabs the arm of his superior, and speaks with a concerned expression:  
− Sergeant! I jumped on it, and my elbow hit the face of the devil! We can not fight this being! He is not human! 
− Why do you say that? Did something else happen? (the sergeant Peter question concerned).  
− He let out fire from his mouth, sir, and even burned alive a police officer, just before I grab it! (John said softly, 

his eyes wide and half trembling). 
It is not God who takes the good people of Earth, sir! It is the devil himself! 
− Soldier, calm down! You are shaking !?!?! (the sergeant says, looking at him half frightened).  
At this point the other patient, listening to their conversation, turns his head and looks directly at them. Sergeant 

Peter realizes the situation, turns his eyes to the other patient, smiles slightly and says: 
− It is not right! It must be because of the sedatives! 
The other patient, lying down, still looking sluggish, because it's also a little sedated. 
− I am lucid, sergeant! This is the truth! (John saying).  
Again Sergeant Peter smiled to the other patient, making facial gestures that confirm his earlier statement, that your 

friend is delirious. 
 

CHAPTER XIV 
In prison, still lying on the ground, the soldier Mario is agreed, when the jail door opens again, creaking due to lack 

of lubrication on its hinges. He begins to wake up, still sore, and sees a boy being thrown into the cell, falling on him. The 
soldier Mario, feeling even more pain, complains:  

− God help me! Although it was because of him that I like that!  
He looks at the boy, played on it, which comes out crying. 
− What's happening, man? (the soldier calling). I'm all decrepit, and are you crying? 
The soldier sits on the floor, look for the boy, who had been arrested and are now squatting in the corner of the cell. 

Mario looks around and sees other five others in the same cell. A tall guy is sitting on a bench in the cell, in which at least 
two more people could fit. The soldier gets up and asks the big guy out of there. This looks much the ugly and says nothing. 
He approached the man and says, very angry and loud:  

− Look! I had a day very stressful today, and I do not bother to finish it bursting its ugly head!  
The big man is still looking ugly, but gets up and leaves quietly sitting there. The soldier called the boy to sit with 

him. After all they hear someone screaming a lot next door. Can not see what is happening because there is a thick wall 
between the cells. A huge police out of place, and keeps his nightstick at the waist.  He stops, looks at the soldier and the 
other six people who are shocked by his performance! The cop gives a strong slap in the protective grille of his cell and 
shouted: 

− What? Are you wanting to get too? 
− What? They want to get too? 
All prisoners are quiet and stop looking directly into the eyes of the police. The soldier rises from the bench, goes to 

the police, and tells you:  
− Officer, I am military special forces. I was on a special mission when I was arrested... 
The officer stops him: 
− I know! Your mission was to break into the houses, is not it?  
− No! No! There was a misunderstanding! I tried to save a little girl who was in there! (the soldier answered, 

speaking quickly with the police).  
− Do you know how many people hold that talk a lot of lies? All!  No one who is arrested is guilty! (the policeman 

mocks).  
− I have my identity here to prove it (the soldier pokes his own pockets, looking for his wallet and did not find it). 
− It was right here! I am sure of it! Did you catch? (the police question directly to).  
− You gotta be kidding me, thief? If you had such an identity, do you think would be arrested? (the police responds 

with anger).  
− Anybody here got my portfolio? (the soldier turning to the other prisoners in his cell).  
The officer turns around and walks away.  When the soldier returns to speak again with the police realize that he 

was gone. Then he shouted: 
− I still have the right to a phone call, remember?                
 

CHAPTER XV 
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In another dimension, the scientist finds Jesus for a serious conversation: 
− Lord, I need to talk.  
− Say, my daughter, I am here to help all of you, especially in this transition so difficult! (Jesus says).  
− Lord, I can not stay in this wonderful place without my daughter. I love her very much and do not want to lose it 

(the scientist says).  
− I understand, my daughter! You have to learn to give themselves, in order to receive! So you have been chosen: to 

live a life of giving to your family and your work without expecting something in return for it! But unfortunately, they can 
not come here. They were not chosen! (Jesus says).  

− The Lord does not understand! I'm preferring to lose his place in heaven, to lose my daughter! I want to go back to 
where she is! My little girl will be created by a monster and I need to save it! (the scientist says).  

− Sorry, my daughter! My Father will start a new process of evolution! The man will change and will be slowly 
transformed into one another being (Jesus tells). 

Shocked, the scientist pauses to think, looking into the eyes of Jesus, hoping to find a solution to your dilemma. She 
then lowers her head, put both hands on his face and starts crying uncontrollably. Jesus consoles her, pats her head and 
shoulders and then said: 

− I can not take it back! I have this power! Only my father has such power! We would have to talk to him, but I 
doubt that you accept this solution! The time is getting tight! Probably the meteors are already on their way to Earth right 
now! Imagine if several people wanted the same as you? 

If several people want the same as you, think of it? 
− So what I do, sir? (the scientist comments desperate).  
− My daughter, have gradually forgotten their past and life will change. It is important that you help me take care of 

children who are here. They are also lonely and need to feel safe. We are all one big family now (Jesus indicates).  
 

CHAPTER XVI 
In the penultimate floor of a building in the neighborhood twenty-first century, the elite military group discusses the 

latest information collected.  
− Sir, we found a video blog on the internet, recorded by a cell, where it appears our suspect in flames! He was hit 

by a Molotov cocktail of a troublemaker! The suspect fell, managed to extinguish the fire, but was unconscious for a few 
seconds (a member of the team leader indicates).  

− Discover the origin and veracity of this material. I want to interrogate the person who made the video. Time how 
long he was unconscious. If this is true, just discovered a weakness of this guy! (the leader of the group says).  

− There is more, sir! The video shows the soldier Mario trying to help the suspect, but quit to save a girl trapped in a 
burning house. Soon after he was attacked from behind by a police officer, and arrested the following (the same military team 
says).  

− What? He let the suspect escape? Locate the district where he is. I want the soldier Mario here, as soon as 
possible! He must have important information to give us (the leader comments angered). 

At present, enters the room the sergeant Peter: 
− Sir, I spoke with John the soldier in the hospital. 
− And then, Sergeant? (the leader question irritated).  
− Sir, he confirmed the information we had, and more: he says the suspect may be the devil himself, which appeared 

to clear the planet! He fought the suspect and was defeated! 
− OK, sergeant! We have already discovered a weakness of this demon! The irony is that it does not support the fire! 

If this information is confirmed, we put a flamethrower for each field team. I want to capture him, this time for an interview, 
very hot. 

Another team member approached the sergeant and his leader. He has a paper in his hand and interrupted the 
conversation: 

− Sir, we find the soldier Mario!  He is 50 km from here, a district police officer in a small town! 
− Sergeant, take 3 men, two flame-throwers and the strongest currents that we have! Release the soldier Mario, 

urgently! (the leader says vehemently).  
− Do you think the devil will be found locally?  
− I do not know, sergeant! But in every place where the soldier Mario is, it appears that demon! Be prepared! Take 

our aircraft and go fast there.  
− Yes, sir.  
The sergeant salutes and turns, pointing his finger for each of the three soldiers of the site, while walking toward the 

exit door of the room. They understand that the sign means that were "invited" to join the rescue mission and capture. 
They all go out the room and run to the courtyard, upstairs. There they come in two cars with their military 

flamethrower in hand. Cars open the door in style gull and they get back to sit. Banks are facing their position. After entering, 
the banks turn back to normal position and the door closes automatically. The two cars leave quickly and enter the next 
avenue, 100 meters off the ground. On the roof of vehicles, two small wings to glide to its side. They suddenly take off and 
make a long right turn, on nearby buildings around. The soldier Mario, fifty miles away, talk to the boy who cried a lot in his 
cell when he was arrested. He argues, and making gestures shorties, seeks to encourage the boy. The conversation is brutally 
interrupted by the sounds of blows and screams of pain coming from the next cell. The noise increases because these sounds 
mingle with the complaints coming from the other prisoners against violence employed. The soldier Mario gets up, disgusted 
with the situation, and makes a provocation to the huge police beater: 
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− Hey, tough guy, why do not you come meet me?  Are you afraid to take a beating, a coward?  
Suddenly the beating stopped! The other prisoners are silent on the incident. All of them are sensing the tragic 

outcome that will occur. All were sure that the soldier would die in a few minutes against the strong and ruthless police. The 
policeman approaches the cell slowly soldier. He rebelled by being called a coward, not even close the cell where he was 
beating the other lone prisoner. When it comes to the soldier's cell, the police question very quiet: 

− Soldier mascot, you called me what? 
− I called you a coward! Why? You will want to turn brave now? Or afraid to confront me face to face? 
− Í m not afraid of anything! If the devil came here, I would spank him too (the huge police say so arrogant). 
− Well "project of man"... I fought against God, recently, and I was alive to tell you that! You'll face? Or are you a 

coward right? (the soldier causing the police, looking straight in the his eyes). 
Both are very close to the grid cell. Probably one feels the breath of others at the moment! The police take his 

nightstick, bent down, put it on the floor and says: 
− Okay, little soldier! I just work out my muscles alongside. Now I stretch them a little bit with you!  
The officer is preparing to open the cell of the soldier Mario, when he hears a loud noise, like torn door at the 

entrance of the police station. The other officers are screaming and shooting. The bully goes down again and picks up the 
baton from the ground, to return to the entry of the district. At this point the soldier Mario stretches his arm out of the cell 
and grab the vest by police, pulling him hard against the grid cell.  

− Do not flee not, coward! You will learn to pick up today! (soldier speaking angry with the police). 
The other prisoners scream and clap their hands to the bars of their cells, excited about the fight. The police detained 

along the railing, grab the soldier by the neck to hang him!  The military uses his other hand and punches in the stomach of 
the police, who do not feel almost anything. The soldier takes another punch in the stomach of his opponent which again 
demonstrates nothing. 

− God also tried to hold me by the neck and struck out! (the brave soldier Mario speaks this way to the police). 
A clinch is installed, where both are measuring muscular forces and nothing much happens at this time.  The 

soldier's face is getting redder, because the hanging implemented by the police. Mario takes another punch in the stomach of 
the police in an attempt to lessen the force of the hanging. The officer begins to laugh softly, as he realizes that may soon win 
the fight. Suddenly, the other prisoners, who shouted hallucinated, they stop all together. A demonic silence settles on site. 
The soldier and the police are in a huge clnche and feel cold in the spine! Both are feeling the presence of someone there, very 
close to them. The soldier and the police turn their heads to the same side. The devil, apathetic, says the two soldiers fighting, 
when the soldier recognizes him and makes an ironic comment: 

− Hello, sir!  I was just talking about you for this unbeliever!  
In an attempt to get help from the devil, the soldier Mario says:  
− He (pointing with his eyes to the police) spoke ill of the Lord! He said horrible things! Even said that you are no 

match for him in a fight! 
The officer, compared the claims of the soldier, shaking his head negatively. He already shows a certain fear of the 

strange man with red eyes, his head covered and much bigger than him. The devil, oblivious to the comments of both, raises 
his right hand and throws the police against the back wall of the corridor of cells, about 30 meters away. The officer falls 
unconscious. 

− Thank you, sir!  Could you help us out of here, please? (the soldier ordering to the man red eyes). 
Then the devil uses his two hands and bends the iron bars, opening a huge gap between them, so that he can enter the 

cell. The devil walks up to the center of the cell toward the soldier Mario, which goes back as fast as the devil. At this point, 
taking the general distraction, the other prisoners in the same cell creep along the sides, and run through the gap between the 
heavy steel bars. The soldier Mario, thinking he was alone in the cell with the devil, has no doubts that he was chosen and 
said cheerfully:  

− I knew you would not let me back! Come on! Í m ready to go! Mario stretches his right hand to the devil, as if to 
shake his hand, protecting your neck with your other hand. 

The devil pushes the soldier Mario to the side, taking him from her and looks forward to the only prisoner who had 
not fled: one huge guy who had held the seat alone, while the soldier Mario demanded that he leave the place. Dear reader, 
you are reminded of this? The devil takes the huge prisoner by the neck and makes her traditional question: 

− Tell me: who are you?  
Images from the life of the prisoner pass quickly through the eyes of the devil and show that he was always very 

supportive towards others. The soldier Mario gets annoyed with the attitude of the devil and complains:  
− Is this prisoner even if you want to take? This is not possible! Can not be true! Are you testing me? This may be 

only a test! Wherever I am, you show up and always choose someone else! This can only be kidding! 
Soon after the demon disappears from the site along with the prisoner grabbed by the neck.  The prisoners from 

other cells are all impressed with the disappearance of both. The soldier Mario gets upset at being left behind again. He then 
leaves his cell, toward the side, where he was the person who was picking up daily from the police. He sees a single body on 
the floor in this cell, open the door and come on. He stoops to look at the prisoner which is still. This is all bloody, with 
traces of arm and leg broken. His face is swollen and deformed by so many punches and kicks received. The man did not 
move, because everything hurt. Disgusted with the scene, the soldier Mario rises away, he leaves the cell where is dying and 
looks at the end of the long corridor. There's the tough cop, half stunned, trying to wake the impact they had suffered. The 
soldier Mario is walking very angry toward the police, who still does not realize what is happening. Again the soldier stops 
and looks into another cell, where just passed. He sees another prisoner on the floor in the same condition of the former, all 
decrepit. The soldier, even more angry, still walking toward the police. This now opens one of his eyes and see the military 
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coming. The soldier clench your fists tightly and hatred, walking more determined, with eyes fixed on the police, who 
struggles to get up, but no time. The soldier jumps over the police giving him several kicks strong in many parts of the body, 
returning to offend you: 

− Coward! You are not worth the uniform you wear! You are a sick! You really like to beat? Let's see how the 
situation is reversed. 

Mario sees the billy club on the floor, grabs it and lifts his arm to hit hard on disgraced: 
− You are a son of... (he stops suddenly, and before hitting, remembers that the devil had told him: "Very soon you 

will kill someone in cold blood and enjoy it!").  
The phrase is repeated several times in your mind and Mario gives one last kick in the police, saying: 
− Live with your conscience, you are an idiot! 
Mario slowly moves away from the corridor besides, when the officer tries to grab with his right hand a gun he had 

kept hidden in his left combat boots. Facing the soldier Mario appears Sergeant Peter. This comes in with his rifle, pointed it 
at him, which immediately lowers, and raises his hands slightly up: 

− Calm down, sir! I am the soldier Mario.  
The sergeant lowers his gun slightly, following the rapid movement of his subordinate. But then he quickly rises and 

shoots twice in the chest of the officer, who was already a target on the back of the soldier. The police let the gun fall to the 
ground, dying soon after. Sergeant Peter even asks to Mario: 

− Where is the devil, soldier?  
− You just hit it, sir! (Mario says scared, pointing to the dead cop on the floor behind him). 
− He is the suspect we are looking for, soldier?  
− No! No, sir! He is the devil who commanded this hell here! (the soldier says).  
− I'm talking about the suspect we are looking for, soldier! Where is he? (sergeant asks nervously,). 
− Are you talking about God? At this time he must be in heaven with the huge guy he took out! (the soldier says, 

pointing to his cell where he was). 
− What game is this, soldier? You're going crazy? (the sergeant asks screaming and even more nervous). 
− No, sir! Let's go to the plant which in the way I tell you everything. Before, however, send some paramedics here 

please. 
There are two very wounded prisoners in the back (the soldier stops). 
 

CHAPTER XVII 
In another dimension the demon appears, holding the neck, with the huge man who had been stuck in jail. The 

demon loose it, but man does not fall on the ground. The huge and former prisoner begins to look around and see the 
beautiful landscape and local nature. This does not contain and starts to cry to see Jesus, who looks at him with open arms 
and a smile on the face. Both embrace, while Jesus gives some small slaps on the back of the enormous consolation and quiet 
man. 

Jesus asks his father:  
− Then, my father, you finished his collection?  

    The devil replied dryly:  
− Almost! There are a few samples.        
Jesus frees the ex-prisoner and asks, quietly next to his ear, he goes to the group of people who are nearby.           

Jesus turns again to his father and asks:  
− My father, what will happen now with all the people who are left?  What do you want to do with the people who 

stayed on Earth?  
− I'll quickly change the genetics of all, turn them into a new species of living being. I want to make them a kind 

calmer, less violent, more intelligent, more closely than the gods wish. This way I can get back to the Firmament, along with 
my people, triumphant with the results that I will reach! Only then I will prove that my theory was correct. There is no need to 
live longer, with this limited body and less so among people (looking toward a group of humans next door). - But what do 
you mean by quickly changing the genetics? It will take thousands of years, is not it? (Jesus asks). 

− No, my son! In thirty days a meteor will fall on the ground, with a mutant gene very special. Within days, humans 
will be modified. They will become very different people than they are now (says, smiling slightly, the devil). 

But this is not correct, sir! All persons are entitled to a full life. The changes should be subtle, from generation to 
generation! They must not realize what is happening. This is the rule imposed by the gods to life in this universe. If they find 
out what has been done with humans, they can wipe out this whole culture. Perhaps even the solar system! (Jesus arguing, 
worrying).  

− Í m tired of this life, my son. I want to finish this work as soon as possible (sighs the devil).  
− No, my father! I have always supported everything that you've been doing! Even disagreeing, I always supported! 

(Jesus angry, disagrees with his father). 
− You have always supported me, because you could never do anything against me! 
Jesus looks impassively to his father and says nothing. The demon disappears, and Jesus turns his gaze and his 

concerns for the group of humans that are there alongside. Jesus  bites his lips gently, thoughtful, concerned. Her look does 
not hide the desire to act against his father. Another group of approaches Jesus with strong steps and all talking very loud to 
each other. Jesus turns to them, smiling slightly. He opens his arms to receive them and says: 

− What happened, my children? What ails them? 
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The scientist leading the group, gently raises his right hand. She opened it, show your palm for Jesus, a typical 
gesture of asking the group to stop talking.  Gradually, she gets the silence of exalted people. Staring at Jesus, with an air of 
rebellion, she speaks for all: 

− Sir, we are here to inform you that no longer accept this situation! We want our families back here with us or we 
call them! 

Jesus looks into the eyes of all with a slight rotation of his head, still with that slight smile on his face.  He shakes 
his head affirmatively, while he looks for each person in the group that seems to be outraged. After he comments: 

− My children! Today is a special day! Today we will change the will of God! This is the moment when we must 
face our father! God will agree! 

The huge former prisoner approaches and speaks for the first time, to the astonishment of all: 
− But sir! And everything that we were taught? We should not retaliate, but gives the other side...! God writes 

straight with crooked lines! We must respect our Father, and follow the Christian faith! How can we disregard everything we 
learned and what we believe? Is not that why we're all here today? Is not that why we were chosen? 

Jesus turns to ex-prisoner, come on, and securely holds in his arms, urging him to fight:  
− My friend, there is a moment in life, in which a child should take the place of his father! When he no longer walks 

in the right direction! When no longer follows the precepts ever preached! When he endangers his own family! 
− But sir! How will we know if the lines that are written are more crooked than they should? (the ex-prisoner asks). 
Jesus, is holding the arms of his subject. He smiles and motions with his head agreeing with him. Dropping the arms 

of ex-prisoner, turns again to the rest of the group.  
− My children, trust me! I was, am and always will be your savior! Today is the day when the lines were lost off 

course! They no longer take us to the desired destination! God is in the wrong way and we have to show you the truth. We 
will meet again the human race into one people! We will chart a new path for every man, woman and child on this planet! 
(Jesus speaks elated to his people, with his arms raised and fists, punching the air).  

Group members also raise their arms and shout the name of Christ, supporting him in this new crusade divine. The 
ex-prisoner speaks to their spiritual leader:  

− Lord! In the struggle between God and his son, humanity will lose! His humanity and ours!  
Jesus, turning gently behind the trunk and neck, look, worried, directly into the eyes of his wise disciple.           
 

CHAPTER XVIII 
Back to another dimension, three spacecraft, the shuttle type, move away from the planet Earth. They are much 

bigger and with more resources and flock towards the huge group of meteors approaching menacingly. Each of the three 
ships has its own team of not only military but also repair crew. The ships are well armed with long range missiles, 
microwaves, lasers, weapons of resonance and atomic bombs. The group determined to save the planet from destruction, is 
composed of U.S. military personnel and scientists from around the world. They want to divert the course of the huge 
meteor, not to collide with the planet. Most people came via the Internet, audio and images inside the three naves, in 
conversation with NASA. In the cabin occupants of the nave are without their helmets astronaut. The commander of NASA's 
mission says goodbye to it and the planet, and leaves for a trip of 30 days: 

 
 
− We are here today in an unprecedented mission to rescue humanity! We have the potential to avoid further disaster 

to the planet.  We will do the best we can! Whatever it takes! May God protect humanity! God help us!  
At this time the devil appears within the lead ship, with his usual dark jacket and hood on his head. He says nothing, 

while walking toward the command post. The NASA people are frightened by what is happening! The leader asks for land to 
cut the image to the rest of the planet. Some are loud:  

− Who is this guy who appeared on the ship? Where did he come from?  
Within the leader spacecraft commander releases the seat belt out of his chair and Levite in the cabin. Its purpose is 

to quickly look back, intending to see what is happening there. The two co-pilot at his side, turn their chairs back doing the 
same.  They all look scared for the devil, who is walking toward them. Unlike the others, the devil does not feel the effects of 
weightlessness. He can walk without problems on the floor of the nave. The devil is right next to the mission commander. He 
pulls him by the belt down, grabs her neck and makes his usual question: 

− Tell me: who are you?  
The commander kicks to try to release the intruder. Soon after they both disappear under the eyes shocked the entire 

crew. The subcommander said very frightened at the base:  
− Earth? We were approached by a strange being, who disappeared with our commander. What do we do now? 

Please respond!  
The central command on the Earth responds: 
− Lead ship, we all followed what happened here. Nothing we can do! We do not know who or what that is. He has 

been acting the same way across the planet! Please continue with your mission! We must save humanity! 
In the 21th century neighborhood, in your office, the elite military group alsomonitors the internet what happened. 

They are ready to ambush the devil! The soldier Mario is heading to the bathroom, always accompanied by 4 other soldiers 
armed with flamethrowers. He complains:   

− Guys, can I go to the bathroom alone? Please?  
The soldiers are looking at him, while closing the door of Box and thanks:  
− Thanks, guys!  
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The leader of the military group also comes into the bathroom. By entering the site, sees the four soldiers inside, 
waiting for Mario out of Box.  They beat salute the leader who responds the same way. The leader washes his hands, calmly. 
He dips his face and is observed in the mirror, evaluating the appearance. In the mirror he sees the front door of the bathroom 
opening. The devil comes here, with his typical black suit and black hood. Quickly everyone turns to him and two soldiers 
pour together their flamethrowers. The demon falls, burning with fire. The two other soldiers use their fire extinguishers and 
put out the fire immediately. The first two soldiers are still pointing their flamethrowers for the devil, while a red light 
comes on top of the gun. A digital counter counts down until the devil begins to move, trying to get up. The leader, very calm 
and confident, makes a gesture with his hand, asking him to wait. When the devil gets up, the green light lights up on the 
flamethrower. They are allowed to shoot again and then they burn the demon who falls. The other two soldiers off the fire 
and the devil is driven by the arms to take him to an interrogation room. Everyone leaving the site. No word was said during 
all the action. The soldier Mario opens the door of his box saying:  

− People! I think you better get out of here quick! The smell is very bad!          
He looks around and, seeing no one on site, comments:  
− Wow! I do not know it was that bad! In the interrogation room the devil is tied by the feet and hands, with thick 

strands of a special alloy. He stands up and unconscious. Your body is hanging in chains, the muscles are inert. He is really 
dying. Slowly his hands begin to move. After the head balance, in an attempt to rebalance. The legs trying to establish himself 
again and he is standing, when he raises his head to look forward to their tormentors! The devil is out of your hood and look 
very ugly for everyone. The group leader observes everything behind a strong safety glass. Through the sound system he 
speaks to the devil: 

− Tell me who are you? Why are you kidnapping decent people? The demon answered nothing. He keeps looking 
ugly for his interrogator. And then get another burst of fire from two sides simultaneously. Soon after the fire in your body is 
erased by automatic fire extinguishers. The smoke is removed quickly by the mechanism of local exhaust. The devil is faint 
again and his body is hanging in chains, to keep standing. The leader asks again:  

− Who are you? Why are you kidnapping decent people of our planet? 
The demon raises his head with difficulty, look once again facing his tormentors and comments:  
− When I leave here I will cut off your head sliced!  
− Answer what I know, otherwise I'll burn you to turn coal! (leader requires, shouting at the devil). 
Once again the flames consume his body, at the scheduled time of automatic equipment.  Again the wounds on his 

body are healed quickly. The devil is faint and is hanging in chains. Walking hurriedly down the corridor, the soldier Mario 
reaches the door into the interrogation room. Two soldiers are on guard with his flamethrower in place, preventing the 
passage: 

− Soldier! (Mario asks one of which is at the door). I need to talk to the boss, now! 
− This is not possible! He is asking the devil! (the soldier answered).  
−  Soldier, he is not a demon! He is God! We can not treat it that way! We will all be brutally punished for it (the 

soldier Mario claims, concerned).  
− I have my orders and I can not do anything about it! (the soldier replied firmly guard).  
The military Mario looks worried at the face of one and another soldier, who are standing in front of him. In the 

interrogation room with the devil is very clothes burned. Prisoner's chest and arms are bare and reddened by excess burns. His 
pants are very destroyed, like a very short burnt. Many parts of their legs are shown and you realize that your body is very 
well rounded, with many powerful muscles, now visible. The leader keeps asking loudly and nervous: 

− Who are you? Why are you kidnapping decent people of our planet?  
The devil, already very exhausted, raising its head again. He looks forward to the leader with his red eyes, which 

begin to look yellowish, as if they were on fire inside. The smoke escapes from your clothes and skin, filling the atmosphere 
of an infernal fog. The image of the devil seems now coming directly from the book of Dante: he is a powerful, muscular, 
stand, smoke coming out of your body, eyes almost on fire. Her strong voice and dark scares even the most courageous of 
men. The automatic system sucks the smoke out of the room and the devil speaks with anger in his voice and look:  

− Your end is near! And I will be happy to destroy you!  
Once again the flames are thrown against the devil, but this time an equipment failure, amid the procedure, burning 

the demon only partially. The system automatically puts the fire demon's body, but the smoke removal system stopped 
working. The frightened leaders speak to the sergeant, who is in the same place: 

− What is happening, Sergeant? Why does the system of flamethrowers is not working?  
− The people who installed it said it needed more time to ensure it works properly.  They warned that excessive heat 

indoors, could destroy the drive (the sergeant says, also very worried).  
Now the devil is not collapsed.  He is forcing all of your muscles to continue standing before the scheduled time. 

Raising once again the head, he looks directly into the eyes of military leader and talks aggressively: 
− I am God and no living being can control me! Much less you!  
The leader is scared. He tries to throw flames system, which is no longer working. The flames go out in jets of just 

one short of equipment. The sergeant rises slowly from his chair. He walks away slowly, staring into the interrogation room. 
− Sir? Look! (pointing to the room where the devil is). 
 
CONTINUES ... 
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